Abstract. Many approaches have been proposed over the years for the recognition of mathematical formulae from scanned documents. More recently a need has arisen to recognise formulae from PDF documents. Here we can avoid ambiguities introduced by traditional OCR approaches and instead extract perfect knowledge of the characters used in formulae directly from the document. This can be exploited by formula recognition techniques to achieve correct results and high performance. In this paper we revisit an old grammatical approach to formula recognition, that of Anderson from 1968, and assess its applicability with respect to data extracted from PDF documents. We identify some problems of the original method when applied to common mathematical expressions and show how they can be overcome. The simplicity of the original method leads to a very efficient recognition technique that not only is very simple to implement but also yields results of high accuracy for the recognition of mathematical formulae from PDF documents.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the problem of extracting mathematical formulae from Adobe PDF files, analysing their content and generating L A T E X output that reliably reflects the presentation of the formulae in the document. Furthermore, it is our intention that the L A T E X that we produce should not be dissimilar to that which a human user who commonly uses L A T E X might produce. In particular, this means that 1. we reject the option of simply independently placing every character found in the document at its correct location using L A T E X's picture environment. This would produce results that are only a visually accurate reproduction of the original but that lose a human writer's intention in the source text. 2. the produced L A T E X is clean and simple, often cleaner and simpler than the author's original source, if that source was indeed in L A T E X. 3. the produced PDF may actually improve upon the original because of L A T E X features that may not have been included in the original, or indeed, because the original was not formatted with L A T E X.
firstly, most documents are only available as PDF files without the corresponding sources, even if generated from L A T E X. Secondly, analysing a L A T E X document with possibly multiple, nested layers of author defined macros might turn out to be more difficult and potentially less precise than working with the rendered result in form of a PDF document. This is especially the case when authors indulge in constructing symbols by overlaying multiple characters with explicit positioning -we have found this to be, unfortunately, relatively common in papers in Logic and Computer Science, even though correct symbols are available in the appropriate fonts. Previous work in this area includes work by Yang and Fateman [16] , who worked with mathematics contained in postscript files. By using font information contained within the file and heuristics based on changing fonts, sizes and using certain symbols, they were able to detect mathematics, which could then be recognised and parsed. Yuan and Liu [17] and Anjwierden [4] have both analysed the contents of PDF files in order to extract content and structure, however neither considered recognition of mathematics. Blostein and Grbavec [6] and Chan and Yeung [7] have written general reviews on mathematical formula recognition.
Our process to recognise mathematical formulae from PDF documents begins with identifying a clip region to analyse and extracting the information about the glyphs in the clip region from the PDF file, c.f. Section 2. We employ a two phase approach to parsing the formula itself, described in Section 3. The first phase is based on Anderson's original linearizer [3] , adapted and extended to overcome some of its limitations, to turn a two dimensional mathematical formula into a linear representation, followed by a standard Yacc-style LALR parser to analyse the resulting expression into an abstract syntax tree. In Section 4 we present our L A T E X driver that walks this tree to generate the L A T E X output. We summarise our experiments in Section 5.1, discuss the issues resulting from this work (Section 5 and present our conclusions and future work in Section 6.
Extracting Information from PDF Files
We have previously presented the problems of, and our solutions to, extracting precise information about the characters from the PDF file [5] , but summarise our approach here. PDF documents are normally presented in a compressed format. We currently use the open source Java program, Multivalent [11] to decompress them. At this point we can extract the PDF's bounding box (PDFBB) information about the characters as well as their font and Unicode metadata. Unfortunately, the PDFBB data obtained is a gross overestimate of each character's true size and only a rough guide to its position. This information is good enough for the analysis of normal text but inadequate for the fine distinctions required for two dimensional mathematical formula recognition. In particular, the PDFBBs for characters overlap significantly, even if the underlying characters are fully disjoint. In order to obtain the true bounding boxes, we render the PDF page to a tiff image and identify the true glyph bounding boxes (GBBs) from the image. Then we need to register the GBBs with the PDFBBs from the PDF file to produce the final symbol structures, which contain the character information together with a true, minimal bounding box.
The overlap in PDFBBs is great enough that, even in simple cases, the true character bounding boxes will intersect with a number of different PDF bounding boxes, making identification of the correct registration difficult. To overcome this problem we uniformly shrink the PDF bounding boxes by calculating the standard PDFBBs for the characters using the standard algorithm, but on the basis of a font size that is ten times smaller than the true one. This ensures that baseline information is preserved but also that the PDFBBs no longer overlap in most cases. For many cases, checking for intersection between this reduced PDF bounding boxes and the true bounding boxes is sufficient to identify the correct registration between glyph and character. However there are a number of special cases that still need to be dealt with. Some glyphs are composed of multiple overlapping characters, e.g., extended brackets or parentheses. Some characters are composed of multiple separate glyphs, e.g., the equals sign. The true bounding box for some symbols will necessarily intersect the bounding boxes of some different characters, e.g., the true bounding box for a square root symbol will typically intersect that of all of the symbols in the expression under it.
We handle these cases using the following algorithm where a syntactic unit is a structure identifying the symbol and its true bounding box and is the analogue of a single character in a one dimensional parser. The resulting set of syntactic units forms the input for the next step in the process. Linearize in a strict order and output with special characters which identify their spatial relationships, which we call a linearised structure string. This string can then be parsed by a normal one-dimensional grammar to produce a parse tree. Unfortunately, it was only designed to work with a relatively simple algebra, working on a subset of the rules for mathematics described in his thesis. The grammar itself has many restrictions, and relies on very carefully typeset mathematics, e.g., upper and lower limits in symbols such as had to be bounded horizontally by the symbol itself. Hence limits which occur to the right of the symbol, common in inline mathematics, or which extend past the right or left horizontal extent of the symbol itself, would not be correctly recognised. It was limited in the number of operators it recognised and could not cope with multi-line expressions at all. Despite these limitations, it provides a base that can be extended and modified to deal with a far larger set of mathematics.
Algorithm 1 (GlyphMatch)
Input
Linearizer for PDF Data
In this section we present our modified Linearize algorithm, extending that of Anderson to manage a much larger range of mathematical expressions. We start by grouping some syntactic units into terminal symbols. In many cases, the terminal symbols are just syntactic units, but a set of syntactic units that together make up an integer, a floating point number or a mathematical keyword (e.g., sin, cos, log etc.) are grouped together to form single terminal symbols. 
(c) Otherwise the current symbol is treated as a standard symbol and output
Our modified Linearize algorithm can now recognise everything listed in Anderson's grammar, along with A. case statements, which are discussed, but not included in his grammar, B. accents, underbraces, underlines and overlines, C. limits, whether they occur as sub/superscripts or above or below a symbol, D. more mathematical operators, such as det and lim, E. Formulae spanning multiple lines, including simple alignment.
Drivers
Once we have the extracted the available mathematical content in linearized form we can further process it to regain the intended mathematical structure for both syntactic and semantic analysis. Furthermore, parsing the linearized expressions into a parse tree can already expose problems in the recognised expression, such as formulae that have been composed without using standard command structures (see Section 5 for more details).
Currently we focus primarily on the faithful reconstruction of formulae for presentation purposes. We first generate parse trees that are used as an intermediate representation for subsequent translation into mathematical markup. Concretely we have implemented drivers for L A T E X and MathML.
Syntax Trees
The parse trees we generate from the linearised expressions contains nodes of different types that reflect the different structures we have recognised during the linearization algorithm. We define the data structure STree of parse trees via its single components as follows:
Leaf 
L A T E X Driver
The concrete syntax trees are particularly well suited to generate L A T E X code, and its translation is straightforward. The tree is recursively descended and replaced with proper L A T E X expressions. Leaf nodes are either translated into the empty string (Empty), a number (Number), or mapped using a lookup table (Name). This lookup either translates the given name into a corresponding L A T E X command or leaves it unchanged if it can not find one. We constructed the lookup table by extracting the Adobe names from a special PDF file composed of 579 commonly used characters taken from a database of L A T E X symbols [13] . While this special file is currently constructed by hand, and is therefore incomplete, we plan for a more exhaustive, automatic mechanism in the future.
As for the inner nodes, the translation of Super, Sub, and SuperSub is straightforward. Limit nodes are translated in a similar manner to supersubscript nodes. Linear represents linear concatenation and Div is translated with the \frac command. A node of the form Functor(n, s) is translated by taking n as a prefix command for s. Thus if n represents the square root symbol, we generate \sqrt{s}. Expressions in Under nodes are vertically stacked.
Over nodes on the other hand are interpreted as accents. Here the translation algorithm has to explicitly handle the case of multi-accented characters: While in PDF accents are stacked bottom up, in L A T E X, multi-accent characters are constructed recursively from the inside out. For example, the character˙ ω has to be translated from the syntax tree Over(omega, Over(vector, dotaccent)) into the L A T E X command \dot{\vec{\omega}}.
Case nodes are translated into left aligned arrays with the single fence character to the left. Matrix nodes are likewise translated into arrays with their corresponding left and right fences. The column number of the array is determined by the maximal number of expressions given in a single row. Finally, Multiline nodes are translated into amsmath split environments, with each Alignat nodes translated into & symbols to handle the alignment.
MathML Driver
The MathML driver is similar to the L A T E X driver, but has some significant differences. Empty nodes are again translated to empty strings and numbers are marked up with the <mn> tag. Name nodes are again mapped using a lookup table as before, but we employ a translation table 1 that maps all of Adobe's 4281 PDF characters to their corresponding Unicode values. This has the advantage that we should not come across any character that is not mapped. On the other hand, mapping to Unicode values, rather than to actual characters or commands as in L A T E X, looses information that could be useful for a future, more detailed semantic analysis. The result of this mapping is uniformly put between <mi> tags, thus operators, normally marked up by <mo> tags, are currently not distinguished. This could be achieved with another lookup table. However, we believe this is best left to a proper semantic markup such as an OpenMath driver, as we can then exploit the semantic knowledge given in content dictionaries rather than employing a handcrafted lookup table.
We combine consecutive Linear nodes recursively to put them into a single <mrow> tag. Div nodes are translated into <mfrac> tags and Sub, Super and Supersub nodes are mapped to the MathML environments <msub>, <msup>, and <msubsup>, respectively. Over and Under nodes are translated to <mover> and <munder> tags, where we set the parameter accent to true for the former and false for the latter. As opposed to the L A T E X driver, in MathML we have to explicitly sort out nested over and under expressions in order to put them into <munderover>. Similarly, Limit nodes are mapped to <munderover> environments rather than represented as sub-and superscripts.
In terms of Functor nodes we currently only handle root symbols, which are either mapped to <msqrt>, or to <mroot> if the expression is combined with an additional Sup node, where the latter is then taken as the index value. Again this analysis is not necessary in the L A T E X case as it is handled automatically by L A T E X's conventions.
Finally, Case, Matrix, and Multiline nodes are all handled by <mtable> environments. For the latter the alignment is achieved by using MathML's special alignment tags <maligngroup/>.
Discussion
We present our experimental setup to test the effectiveness our developed approach and discuss the obtained results as well as some of the general advantages and deficiencies of the current procedure.
Experiments
While we developed the PDF extraction and matching algorithms with bespoke, hand-crafted examples, for the design and debugging of our grammar we have used a document of L A T E X samples [12] . The document contains 22 expressions, covering a broad range of mathematical formulae of varying complexity. For our experiments we then chose parts of two electronic books from two complementary areas of Mathematics:
1. Sternberg's "Semi-Riemannian Geometry and General Relativity" [14] . We have extracted all the 79 displayed mathematical expressions on the first 22 pages of that book. 2. Judson's "Abstract Algebra -Theory and Applications" [8] . We have taken 49 mathematical expressions from the first 31 pages.
Note, that we had to choose books that are not only freely available, but also in the right format, that is, they needed to be in the right PDF format and have accessible content in the sense that it was created from L A T E X and not given as embedded images or encrypted. Note also that from Judson's book we have used a selection of expressions concentrating on complex and thus from our point of view interesting formulae, as many of the expressions on these pages are of similar structure or fairly trivial (e.g., simple sequences of elements or linear formulae) and we still do the clipping manually.
The evaluation of the results was carried out using the L A T E X output, as it is more easily comparable with the original expressions and therefore gives a better indication as to the faithfulness of the recognition.
In Figure 1 , we show the images of a sample of equations as clipped from rendered images of pages of this book together with the equations as extracted to L A T E X and subsequently formatted. In Figure 2 , we show the generated latex code for the first expression in Figure 1 . We have tidied up the white space
Qij (y (t)) dy Fig. 1 . Formulae from [14] . Left column contains rendered images from the PDF, right column contains the formatted latex output of the generated results in this code for presentation purposes, but not modified any non white space characters.
From the 79 expressions of the first book, only 1 failed to be recognised when creating the parse tree. An additional 13 were rendered slightly differently to the original, but with no loss of semantic information. From the 49 expressions of book two, 2 could be recognised but produced incorrect L A T E X and a further 5 had rendering differences with respect to font inconsistencies.
A more detail analysis of the results for both books show:
Fences: Within the sample formulae were 186 pairs of fences, of which 182 were rendered correctly. The other 4 pairs were rendered larger than those in the sample formulae. However, even though they were a different size, it actually improved the readability of the mathematics. This is shown in the bottom formula of Fig. 3 where the parentheses now enclose the whole expression. Fig. 2 . Sample generated L A T E X code for first equation in Figure 1 J : = ∂u Fig. 3 . Some of the incorrectly recognised formulae; original rendered image on the left, formatted L A T E X output of the generated results on the right.
Horizontal Whitespace: Of 137 lines of formulae, 122 were spaced equivalently to the original samples. Of the 14 cases where spacing was different, 5 did not include appropriate spacing in between pairs of equations separated by commas, 8 had too much spacing between the : and = symbols, and 2 had too much spacing between a function denoted by a Greek letter and its bracketed argument. All formulae that spanned several lines were aligned correctly. Matrices: All but two of the 19 matrices were identified and rendered correctly. One could not be translated into a syntax tree as the right bracket had a superscript that is not yet handled by our second phase grammar that parses the linearized expressions. The second incorrect matrix, given in the lower formula of Fig. 3 , contained no whitespace between the two rows. Therefore the matrix was recognised as a bracketed expression, with the elements being recognised as superscripts and subscripts of each other. This case will often occur when text has been badly manipulated for formatting purposes. Superscripts and Subscripts: Over 250 super and subscripts occurred, all of which were recognised correctly. Also no text was incorrectly identified as being a script. Two expressions could not be formatted in L A T E X as they contained accent characters in unexpected places, which caused problems with the generic L A T E X translation. See the next section for more details. Font Problems: Except for 5 expressions all formulae rendered in the correct Math fonts. 2 of the formulae contained blackboard characters for number sets which rendered as normal Roman characters and a further 3 contained interspersed text, which was not recognised as such. For a more general discussion of this and other shortcomings of our current procedure see Sec. 5.3.
Advantages
We have already discussed the improvements of our algorithm over the original approach by Anderson previously. Some additional advantages are:
Super-and subscript detection: Since our algorithm for the detection of super-and subscripts is based on the characters' true baseline and not on their centre points on the vertical axis, we gain a reliable method to recognise suband superscript relations. Our experimental results confirm that the algorithm does indeed yield perfect results, even in the case where the author has used unusual ways of producing superscripts (e.g., by abusing an accent character). This is not only a clear improvement of the original, threshold based procedure of Anderson, but also over comparable approaches. For example, Aly, Uchida, and Suzuki present an elaborate approach for the detection of super and subscripts in images [2] . While it yields very good results, it is still based on statistical data and cannot compete with the advantages of having true baseline information. Limits: As with super-and subscripts, we also obtain limits of operators like summations and integrals purely via baseline analysis, yielding perfect results. Characters vs. Operators: A common problem for regular OCR systems is to distinguish alphabetical characters representing operators such as sums or products from their counterpart representing the actual character, for example, recognising the difference between n i=0 from Σ * . In PDF these symbols are usually flagged by character name such as "summationtext" or "summationdisplay" as opposed to "Sigma", which makes their distinction easy, yielding the their semantics automatically. But, in case the author has not adhered to the normal L A T E X conventions, a "Sigma" can still be given upper and lower limits as they will be caught as super and subscripts. Enclosing symbols: These pose a traditional problem for OCR systems. An example is the square root symbol for which it is generally difficult either to determine their extension or to get to the enclosed characters in the first place. However, both pieces of information are straight forward to collect from PDF and our experiments yield perfect results on square roots so far.
Shortcomings
We have identified some shortcomings of our current procedure, both from the experimental results and from general considerations of the algorithm.
Matrices: Matrices are not identified if there is no whitespace between rows, instead, they are recognised as an expression enclosed by fences. This can lead to undesired formatting, in which elements are recognised as superscripts and subscripts of each other. Character abuse and manual layout: Problems can occur if authors have used L A T E X commands contrary to their intended purposes. For example we have come across expressions of the form A´where we have recognised the prime character´to be in fact an accent character acute. In other words the author has most probably used a command combination like A\acute{} to achieve the desired effect. Our grammar, however, views the character as a superscript rather than an accent, since the character is in the right top corner rather than above another character. As a consequence our mapping leads to a subsequent L A T E X error. On the other hand a direct translation of the recognised character into Unicode and translating into MathML as superscript would not yield a problem. These situations can occur if expressions have been manufactured by moving characters manually into place (e.g., by using explicit positioning commands) to achieve a desired presentational effect or if single characters have been created by overlapping several characters. Then the likelihood to recognise the corresponding character is higher using a conventional OCR engine than our technique. Brackets and fences: In our current approach we simply translate bracket symbols into corresponding L A T E X commands and pre-attach a \left or \right modifier depending on the orientation of the bracket. Obviously this does not necessarily correspond to the actual form or size of brackets in the original presentation and it could also pair brackets that are not meant to be opening and closing to each other, in particular if the author has inserted some solitary brackets. In case there is an imbalanced number of fences, we add the necessary \right. or \left. at the beginning or end of the expression, respectively, to avoid L A T E X errors. Obviously this form of error correction is prone to introduce presentation errors, as it is not evident which superfluous brackets have to be matched up and where. Moreover, not all potential fence symbols can be identified in this way. In particular, neutral fence symbols (i.e., symbols for which the left and right version are identical) like bars but also customary fence symbols can not be handled this way. A simple heuristic could aim to identify all characters in the PDF with vertical extenders, excluding some specialist symbols like integral signs. However, since sometimes even characters of small vertical extension can contain extenders, this heuristic could not be failsafe. Moreover, one would still have to pair fences in order to recognise which is a left and which is a right fence, thus even if fences were always recognised, in case some fence occurs alone, as is often the case with single bars for example, it is not yet clear how to judge whether the symbol functions as a left or a right fence to some expression. Matrix alignment: Matrices are aligned by putting them into bracketed arrays. The horizontal extension of the array is determined by the maximal number of expressions given in a single row. Since the length of each row can indeed vary, e.g., in case the author has omitted elements and left free space, the matrix will appear left aligned and some of the elements of the recognised matrix are not necessarily at a the position originally intended. This problem can be overcome by extending the purely grammatical approach and exploiting the actual spatial information on the elements in the matrix that can be obtained from the PDF. We plan to adapt Kanahori and Suzuki's approach to correctly align OCRed matrices [9, 10] to work with the additional special character information. Multiline formula alignment: We currently employ a simple method to align multiline formulae. This works well in most common cases of equational alignments. However, we anticipate that it will not necessarily yield good results for more customised alignments chosen by authors. A more advanced approach will have to take more detailed spatial information from the PDF into account.
Interspersed text: Regular text within mathematical expressions is currently not recognised as such and therefore not properly grouped. We intend to employ improved segmentation techniques that will identify large portions of text between mathematical expressions. Segmentation would, however, not work for small areas of text as can often be found, for example, in a definition by cases. Here a promising approach is to perform text grouping by recognising the font as non-mathematical. Specialist fonts: In general we are not yet making use of the specific font information that we acquire during the PDF extraction phase. The grammatical recognition phase is purely based on the character information pertaining to size and relative special positions. In the future we intend to attach the font information to the recognised symbols and exploit it in the drivers by mapping it to the appropriate L A T E X or MathML fonts.
Conclusions
We have presented an approach at recognising mathematical content directly from PDF documents rather than going the route via traditional OCR. As a continuation of our previous work in which we revisit traditional heuristic formula recognition techniques and turn them into more analytical approaches in the light of perfect data, we have presented an adaptation and extension of Anderson's original linear grammar to process the PDF data. The result yields a faithful recognition of the formulae in a predominant number of cases in both L A T E X and MathML translation. Our experiments so far have shown that the approach is very effective, and although there are some current shortcomings, they are not of a type that appear to be insolvable within the linear grammar approach.
To address these shortcomings we want to exploit more of the information extracted from the PDF explicitly, in particular information on fonts and multiline alignments. This would also help to identify additional operator names, similar to sin, cos, etc., that are not mapped directly to L A T E X commands.
We subsequently want to run a case study with a much larger selection of books and expressions. Thereby the major drawback is still that the segmentation of the mathematical expressions has to be done manually. However, we want to combine our approach with an automatic segmentation algorithm for PDF documents, such as the one used in Infty [15] .
